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Abstract
We study single photon optomechanics conditioned on photon counting events. By selecting
only detection events that occur long after a photon pulse arrives at the cavity, the optomechanical
interaction time can be increased, allowing a large momentum kick to be applied to the oscillator.
We apply this to two optomechanical cavities set up within a Mach-Zhender interferometer driven
by a single photon source. The conditional state of the mechanical modes in such a system becomes
an entangled cat state for detection times resulting in maximum mechanical amplitude in phase
space. Further we study the dynamics induced by a second photon pulse injected into an already
conditioned optomechanical cavity, a quarter of a mechanical period after the first photon has been
detected. We illustrate how the optomechanical interaction resulting from the second photon can
be strongly suppressed allowing conditional optomechanical routing of single photons with single
photon control pulses.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Single photon optomechanics requires a strong coupling between optical and mechanical
degrees of freedom [1–3]. If the optomechanical (OM) interaction is insufficient to reach the
strong coupling regime, adding a strong coherent driving field enables the OM interaction
to be enhanced due to the steady state displacement of the field amplitude in the cavity. In
the strong coupling regime a single photon after entering the cavity can then be coherently
exchanged between the optical and mechanical resonator. This approach falls under the
”linearised” regime of optomechanics where many other novel features such as sideband
cooling [4], steady state optomechanical entanglement [5, 6] and measurement of phonon
number jumps [7] among others have been unveiled; and an efficient quantum interface
between optical photons and mechanical phonons [8] has been demonstrated. However in
all of these proposals, operating in the linearised regime, the inherent quantum nonlinearity
of the radiation pressure force acting on the nanomechanical oscillator is negligible.
Following the achievement of ground state cooling of an engineered mechanical resonator
[9–11], we anticipate the development of systems for which the bare single photon coupling
rate [10, 11] is large enough to make linearisation unnecessary. For example, transmis-
sive optomechanics whereby multi element membranes are implemented as scatterers in a
Fabry Perot cavity has been suggested as a possible route to achieve such desirable coupling
strengths [12]. A number of authors have also recently theoretically investigated the be-
haviour of quantum OM systems with a large single OM coupling photon radiation pressure
force, predicting photon blockade [13], mechanical nongaussian steady states [14], exploring
effects of quantum noise on the quantum states of OM systems in the steady state [15] as
well as a comprehensive analysis of photon statistics of OM systems in the nonlinear regime
with coherent driving [16–19]. Such progress in the field provides an exciting avenue to probe
the quantum to classical transition beyond the atomic scale and promises to fulfil earlier
predictions of creating macroscopic superpositions [20, 21]. In this respect single photon
OM interferometry utilising nonlinear radiation pressure effects has also been proposed to
achieve quantum superpositions at the macroscopic scale, [22, 23]. The scheme proposed
in [22] introduced the idea of postselecting on long single photon detection times and thus
probabilistically enhancing the interaction time of the single photon with the mechanical
resonator. Conditioning on photon detection has also recently appeared in the literature as
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a means of orthogonalising quantum states in the OM framework [24].
In this work, we further explore single photon OM coupling in the nonlinearised regime,
using the postselection idea from [22] and further probing the system with two consecu-
tive single photon injections as first investigated recently without postselection in [25]. The
results presented in [22], considered only a very weak single photon interaction with the me-
chanical resonator, so that the excitation of the mechanics could be constrained by restricting
its Hilbert space to just one phonon. In our work, we do not make this approximation: we
consider all possible orders of the displacement induced on the mechanical mode from the
OM interaction. Hence our results extend previous analysis of postselection in optomechan-
ics to include the effect of nonlinear radiation pressure coupling resulting from single photon
driving of an OM cavity in the strong coupling regime. We show how postselecting on long
detection times for the driving photon can lead to effectively enhanced OM interaction times
and nonclassical mechanical states. Specifically we consider conditionally driving two OM
cavities arranged as in a Mach-Zhender interferometer. Hence the arriving photon has equal
probability of interacting with each OM cavity. A similar arrangement has been imple-
mented previously to achieve entanglement between vibrational modes in diamonds albeit
without postselection [26]. However our results show that the conditional state of such a
set-up approaches a perfect mechanical cat state when detection time is far longer than the
source cavity decay rate and close to half of the mechanical period with the mean amplitude
in phase space of the resonator maximised. This quantifies for the first time, the capacity
of postselection to generate entangled mechanical cat states as first predicted in [22]. Our
approach retains the nonlinear radiation pressure coupling at the single photon level and
therefore includes scenarios where the OM cavities are not strongly pumped [27, 28].
We further extend these results by analysing the conditional photon count rate for a
second photon with a delayed injection after detection of the first photon. We show how
injecting the second photon after a delay of a quarter cycle of the mechanical period allows
the system to behave as a periodic single photon router.
Consistent with previous approaches [22, 23, 25], we neglect mechanical dissipation in our
calculations. In experiments this approximation is justfiable for a sufficiently cold thermal
bath satisfying Nbath  Q where the bath phonon occupancy Nbath = kBTbath/~ωm for a
given mechanical frequency ωm and bath temperature Tbath. This requirement can be fulfilled
by large mechanical quality factors so that the effect of phonons entering the oscillator from
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the bath is negligible over the mechanical period. To take a specific example, SiN strings
have been shown to have Q as high as 7×106 for a low resonance frequency of 176kHz [29]. If
cooled to a temperature of 300mK, they would have a phonon occupancy ofNbath = 2.8×104,
far below their Q.
A unifying motivation in emerging literature has been a drive towards enhancing the
nonlinearity in OM systems. Notable examples include the use of multiple optical modes
in membrane in the middle set-ups to increase both their linear [30] and quadratic [31, 32]
nonlinearity, and the engineering of phononic-photonic crystals with large degrees of overlap
between photonics and phononic modes [11]. By contrast, here, rather than developing
a new OM configuration, a stronger OM interaction is achieved by conditionally selecting
trajectories where the photon interacts for an extended period with the mechanical oscillator.
II. SINGLE PHOTON CONDITIONAL OPTOMECHANICS
A. The Model
We consider a single sided OM cavity driven by a single photon source. The source is
modelled as an independent cavity with decay rate γ prepared at t=0 in a single photon state,
and is coupled to the OM cavity irreversibly via the cascaded systems approach [33, 34].
Photon emissions from the composite system are monitored with a single photon counter,
D. Our set-up is summarised in Fig.1.
The Hamiltonian for the OM cavity, in an interaction picture at the cavity frequency, is
Hom = ~ωmb†b+ ~G0a†a(b+ b†) (1)
where a, a† are the annihilation and creation operators for the optical resonator and b, b†
are the annihilation and creation operators for the mechanical resonator with frequency ωm.
The master equation for the cascaded source cavity and the OM system is
dρ
dt
= − i
~
[H, ρ] +D[J ]ρ (2)
where
H = Hom +Hcas (3)
with
Hcas = −i√κγ(ca† − c†a)/2 (4)
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FIG. 1: A single sided OM cavity driven by a single photon source. Photon emissions from the
composite system are monitored by a perfect photon counter D.
and the jump operator is given by
J =
√
γc+
√
κa (5)
and c, c† are the annihilation and creation operators for the source cavity, with decay constant
γ. The decay rate of the optical resonator for the OM system is κ.
There are two indistinguishable temporal histories corresponding to the photon counting
event at D: the photon can be reflected off the OM cavity directly into the photon counter
without interacting with the mechanical resonator at all, or the photon can be detected
after emission from the cavity having first been transmitted at the entrance mirror. We will
label these two temporal histories R and T respectively. From the viewpoint of the quantum
trajectory theory for cascaded systems, a photon count at D allows the description of the
state of the system to be updated through application of the jump operator J =
√
γc+
√
κa.
This means that the resulting (unnormalised) conditional state is a superposition of the form
|Ψ˜(1)〉 = √γ|R〉 + √κ|T 〉 (we do not label the time of detection at this point). Note that
throughout this paper tildes are used to signify that a state is unnormalised. As these two
histories are indistinguishable we would expect to see an interference term in the single
photon count rate.
In the case of two-photon driving considered in section IV there will be four indistinguish-
able histories, RR,RT, TR, TT leading to two photon counting events and two applications
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of the jump operator. The resulting conditional state will hence be a superposition of these
four possibilities, |Ψ˜(2)〉 = γ|RR〉+ κ|TT 〉+√γκ(|RT 〉+ |TR〉).
B. One photon conditional optomechanics
We first consider the case where one photon drives the OM system and calculate the
conditional state of the mechanical resonator given that no photon is counted up to time
t and then exactly one photon is counted between t and t + dt. As only a single photon
exists in the system, a click at the photon counter conditionally provides 100% efficiency in
the protocol even in the presence of large losses. Moreover, as there is no other channel for
the photon to be lost in our model, if the initial state of the system is pure, the conditional
state of the system at any time will also be pure. In particular the unnormalised conditional
state of the system, |Ψ˜(0)〉 given no count up to time t [35] is given by
|Ψ˜(0)(t)〉 = exp
[
− i
~
Ht− 1
2
J†Jt
]
|Ψ˜(0)〉 (6)
Which implies
d|Ψ˜(0)(t)〉
dt
= −i
(
H/~− i
2
J†J
)
|Ψ˜(0)(t)〉 (7)
The initial state of the system is
|Ψ˜(0)〉 = |1〉c|0〉a|ψ〉b (8)
where |ψ〉b is an arbitrary coherent state of the mechanical oscillator with amplitude ψ which
we take to be real. As there is at most one photon in the entire system at any time we can
expand the unnormalised conditional state of the system as
|Ψ˜(0)(t)〉 = |1〉|φ1(t)〉b + |2〉|φ2(t)〉b (9)
where we have defined
|1〉 = |0〉c|1〉a (10)
|2〉 = |1〉c|0〉a (11)
as the photon may either be in the source or the OM cavity at any given time, t > 0 prior
to being counted.
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To solve for the evolution of the system, we first note that the OM Hamiltonian in Eq.(1)
can be diagonalised by making the polaron transformation
H¯ = SHS† = ωmb†b− G
2
0
ωm
(a†a)2 (12)
where
S = eβa
†a(b−b†). (13)
where β = −G0/ωm. This can be used to obtain a solution to the no-jump conditional
evolution of Eq.(7). First we make the transformation to what we will call the displacement
picture
|Ψ˜(0)(t)〉D = S|Ψ˜(0)(t)〉 (14)
for which we find
|Ψ˜(0)(t)〉D
dt
= [−iH¯ − 1
2
J¯†J¯ ]|Ψ˜(0)(t)〉D (15)
with
H¯ = ωmb
†b− G
2
0
ωm
(a†a)2 − i√κγ(ca†D(β)− c†aD†(β))/2 (16)
J¯ =
√
γc+
√
κaeβ(b
†−b) (17)
where D(β) is a displacement operator.
We now transform the ansatz in Eq.(8). In the displacement picture it becomes,
|Ψ˜(0)(t)〉D = |1〉|φ¯1(t)〉b + |2〉|φ¯2(t)〉b (18)
= |1〉D(β)|φ1(t)〉b + |2〉|φ2(t)〉b (19)
thus the only modification in the displacement picture is that
|φ¯1(t)〉b = D(β)|φ1(t)〉b (20)
At t = 0 the photon is definitely in the source cavity, so that the initial state of the
system can be specified to be
|Ψ˜(0)(ti)〉D = S|2〉|ψi〉 = |2〉|ψi〉 (21)
at an initial time ti, where |ψ〉 is an arbitrary mechanical state. The non-detection evolution
in Eq.(7) then becomes,
d|φ¯1〉b
dt
= −[iωmb†b− iχ+ κ/2]|φ¯1〉b −√κγD(β)|φ¯2〉b (22)
d|φ¯2〉b
dt
= −[iωmb†b+ γ/2]|φ¯2〉b (23)
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where χ = G20/ωm. Hence the OM interaction with the driving photon induces a Kerr-like
nonlinearity in the state dynamics, which can be enhanced by a large OM coupling strength,
G0 and small mechanical frequency ωm. We can solve the second of the equations above
immediately and substitute into the first. Transforming back to the original picture from
the displacement picture we find that
|φ2(tf )〉b = e−(iωmb†b+γ/2)(tf−ti)|ψi〉b (24)
|φ1(tf )〉b = Kˆ(tf ; ti)|ψi〉b (25)
where the propagator is found to be
Kˆ(tf ; ti) = −√κγD†(β)e−(iωmb†b−iχ+κ/2)(tf−ti) (26)
×
∫ tf
ti
dt′e(iωmb
†b−iχ+κ/2)t′D(β)e−(iωmb
†b+γ/2)t′ (27)
Henceforth we consider the special case that the mechanics starts in the ground state,
|ψ〉b = |0〉 at ti = 0. In this special case we find that
|φ1(t)〉b = D†(β)Rˆ(t)D(β)|0〉b (28)
|φ2(t)〉b = e−γt/2|0〉b (29)
where
Rˆ(t) =
∞∑
n=0
(e−γt/2 − e−(iωmn−iχ+κ/2)t)
iωmn− iχ+ (κ− γ)/2 |n〉〈n| (30)
The unnormalised conditional state, given that no photons are counted up to time t is then
|Ψ˜(0)(t)〉 = |1〉|φ1(t)〉b + |2〉|0〉be−γt/2 (31)
At any time t > ti, the system evolves as a superposition of the two possible states, |1〉
and |2〉. This is the key idea behind generation of superposition states in this work. As
t increases, the probability of the photon to be in the source, |2〉, reduces to zero. If the
photon is counted between t and t+ dt, the resulting conditional state is found by applying
the the jump operator J to get the unnormalised conditional state
|Ψ˜(1)(t)〉 = [√κ|φ1(t)〉b +√γ|0〉be−γt/2]|0〉c|0〉a (32)
Thus the unnormalised conditional state of the mechanics given that no photons are counted
up to time t and one photon is counted between t and t+ dt is
|Φ˜(1)(t)〉 = √κ|φ1(t)〉+√γe−γt/2|0〉 (33)
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where we drop the suffix b, such that |Φ˜(1)(t)〉 denotes the conditional mechanical state at
time t. The first term in Eq.(33) is given in Eq.(28). In the quantum trajectory formalism
[33] the normalisation of the conditional state is in fact the rate for photon counts and is
determined by
R1(t) = 〈Φ˜(1)(t)|Φ˜(1)(t)〉 = κ〈φ1(t)|φ1(t)〉+ γe−γt +√κγe−γt/2(〈0|φ1(t)〉+ c.c) (34)
The first term is the rate to count photons given that they come from the OM cavity. The
second term is the rate to count photons given that they come straight from the source and
are reflected from the OM cavity. The last term arises due to interference between photons
reflected and those transmitted from inside the OM cavity. With this interpretation we see
that the mean number of photons inside the OM cavity, prior to the detection, is just
〈a†a〉(t) = 〈φ1(t)|φ1(t)〉 (35)
If we assume that the mechanics starts in the ground state, we can use Eq.(28) to show
that
R1(t) = κ〈β|Rˆ†(t)Rˆ(t)|β〉+ γe−γt +√κγe−γt/2(〈β|Rˆ(t)|β〉+ c.c) (36)
where |β〉 is a coherent state of the mechanical mode. The mean photon number in the OM
cavity prior to detection is then
〈a†a〉 = 〈β|Rˆ†(t)Rˆ(t)|β〉 =
∞∑
n=0
e−|β|
2 |β|2n
n!
|rn(t)|2 (37)
where
rn(t) =
(e−γt/2 − e−(iωmn−iχ+κ/2)t)
iωmn− iχ+ (κ− γ)/2 (38)
The interference term in the single photon count rate (the last term in Eq.(34)) is determined
by
〈β|Rˆ(t)|β〉 =
∞∑
n=0
e−|β|
2 |β|2n
n!
rn(t) (39)
In Fig.2 we show how the total rate of photon counts varies with time after the single
photon source is switched on. All parameters are taken to be in units of the optical decay
rate which is fixed at κ. As we are interested in enhancing the OM cooperativity, we consider
a weak OM interaction of strength G0/κ = 0.02. In order to displace the mechanics by a
large amplitude, β = −G0/ωm, we choose a mechanical resonator with a small frequency,
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FIG. 2: The temporal profile of the total count rate (solid curve) of arriving photons at the photon
counter D, which is composed of the rate of reflected photons (dotted curve), rate of transmitted
photons (dashed-dotted curve) and an interference (dashed curve) occurring between reflected and
transmitted photons. Parameters are taken to be dimensionless in units of the optical decay rate
κ: γ/κ = 2, G0/κ = 0.02 and ωm/κ = 0.02.
ωm/κ = 0.02. As time evolves, t > 0, the total photon count rate decays exponentially,
exhibiting a minimum at a finite time. This minimum in the rate comes from the interference
term in Eq.(34), which is shown by the dashed curve in Fig.2. The evolution of the mean
number of photons in the OM cavity is shown as the dashed-dotted curve and corresponds
exclusively to those photons which interact with the mechanical resonator.
Early detection at the photon counter will most likely correspond to photons reflected
off the OM cavity, hence coming directly from the source, without interacting with the
mechanical system. However detection times after the minimum in the rate will most likely
correspond to photons that have interacted with the OM cavity. Hence postselection on
rare late detection events ensures both that the photon entered the OM system and that it
interacted for a prolonged period. In these infrequent circumstances even if the bare OM
coupling is small, postselection would lead to effectively enhanced OM interaction resulting in
a significant momentum kick to the mirror. These expectations can be justified by computing
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the moments of the conditional mechanical state at the time the photon is detected.
C. Conditional mechanical moments
In this section we investigate the conditional state of the mechanical oscillator given a
photon count between t and t+dt. Specifically we calculate the conditional momentum and
conditional position of the mechanical oscillator. Assuming that the mechanical resonator
starts in the ground state, the conditional mean amplitude given a photon count at time t
is
〈Φ(1)(t)|b|Φ(1)(t)〉 = [R1(t)]−1 κ〈φ1(t)|b|φ1(t)〉 (40)
where the normalisation is given by the single photon count rate in Eq.(34). Using the result
in Eq.(28), we can write this as
〈Φ(1)(t)|b|Φ(1)(t)〉 = [R1(t)]−1
(
G0
ωm
)
〈β|Rˆ†(t)Rˆ(t)|β〉+ 〈β|Rˆ†(t)bRˆ(t)|β〉 (41)
= [R1(t)]
−1
(
G0
ωm
) ∞∑
n=0
e−|β|
2 |β|2n
n!
r∗n(t)[rn(t)− rn+1(t)] (42)
where rn(t) is given in Eq.(38). Hence from Eq.(42), we can calculate the conditional
moment, |〈b〉| and thus the amplitude of the conditional momentum, |i〈(b† − b)〉|. A long
detection time t = t1, allows the photon to interact longer with the mechanical mode leading
to an enhanced OM cooperativity which results in a displaced conditional mechanical state.
In Fig.3 we have plotted the conditional momentum as a function of time for different
values of the mechanical frequency ωm. Initially as the photon enters the OM cavity, it
circulates within the OM system, inducing an OM interaction which imparts momentum on
the mechanical mode. The maximum amplitude change in the conditional momentum occurs
at quarter cycle, t = Tm/4. This is reflected in Fig.3, where we observe that for mechanical
resonators with smaller values of mechanical frequency, postselecting on late detection times
of the interacting photon will impart a large momentum kick to the mechanical oscillator. In
fact from Eq.(1) in the semi-classical limit the momentum can be approximated as −i〈b −
b†〉 = −2G0
ωm
sin(ωmt). In the limit that ωmt  1, where we are considering times short
compared to the mechanical period but long compared to the cavity decay rate, −i〈b−b†〉 ≈
−2G0t.
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FIG. 3: The conditional momentum of the mechanical oscillator vs. detection time. Parameters
are taken to be dimensionless in units of the optical decay rate κ: γ/κ = 2, G0/κ = 0.01 and
different ωm/κ: 0.5 (dashed-dotted curve), 0.2 (dashed curve) and 0.02 (solid curve).
Hence if we focus on the non-resolved sideband regime, κ ωm there is a linear relation
between the conditional momentum of the mechanical oscillator with the photon detection
time.
III. CONDITIONAL SINGLE PHOTON INTERFEROMETRY
In this section we illustrate how single photon conditional optomechanics can be used to
generate macroscopic superposition states.
We probabilistically condition two OM cavities set-up as in a Mach-Zhender interfer-
ometer, shown in Fig.4, with a single driving photon. As previously, the photon source is
modelled as an independent cavity coupled irreversibly via the cascaded systems approach
to the two OM systems. The arriving photon at the first beam splitter, BS1 can be diverted
to either OM system, where it interacts with the mechanical oscillator bi. After interaction,
the output from the OM cavity again is split at a second beam splitter, BS2 before being
conditioned on no detections for a time t and then detected at a time t + dt at one of the
detection ports, Di. Both OM cavities are taken to have identical OM coupling strengths,
and the same optical and mechanical resonance frequencies.
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FIG. 4: Two OM cavities set up as a Mach-Zhender interferometer with detection ports D1 and
D2. The beam splitters BS1,2 are considered to have 50:50 transmission and reflection.
The interaction Hamiltonian for the composite system is an extension of Eq.(1), given as
Hom =
2∑
i=1
~ωmib
†
ibi + ~G0ia
†
iai(bi + b
†
i ) (43)
The master equation and the total Hamiltonian will follow as in Eqs.(2) and (3), with the
cascaded coupling Hamiltonian for each OM cavity given as,
Hcas = −i√κγ(ca† − c†a)/2
√
2 (44)
where the factor 1/
√
2 is due to the effect of the first beam splitter on the arriving photon,
such that it has equal probability of entering either arm of the interferometer. After the
conditioned interaction with either OM cavity, the output photon goes through the sec-
ond beam splitter again with equal probability of being diverted to either detection port.
Consequently the jump operators for each detection port are given as
JD1 =
√
γc+
√
κ1a1 +
√
κ2a2√
2
(45)
JD2 =
√
κ1a1 −√κ2a2√
2
(46)
where κi is the decay rate of each optical resonator, and the phase differences across the
branches of the two beam splitters are reflected as a null detection rate at the port D2. The
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no-jump dynamics of the system is governed similar to Eqs.(6), which in this case is
|Ψ˜(0)(t)〉 = exp
[
− i
~
Ht− 1
2
J†D1JD1t−
1
2
J†D2JD2t
]
|Ψ˜(0)〉, (47)
and evolves as
d|Ψ˜(0)(t)〉
dt
= −i
(
H
~
− i
2
J†D1JD1 −
i
2
J†D2JD2
)
|Ψ˜(0)(t)〉 (48)
Here the basis of the system is defined by the three different cavities in which the photon
could exist before being counted, i.e. the source cavity, OM cavity 1 or OM cavity 2; such
that at t = 0, the initial state of the composite system is,
|Ψ˜(0)〉 = (|1〉c|0〉a1|0〉a2) |0〉b1|0〉b2 (49)
where we have taken each mechanical oscillator to start in the ground state at t = 0.
Transforming to the displacement picture we proceed as before such that a photon count
at D1 gives the unnormalised conditional state of the composite mechanical system as
|Φ˜D1(t)〉 =
(
−κ1
2
D†1(β1)Rˆ1D1(β1)−
κ2
2
D†2(β2)Rˆ2D2(β2) + 1
)
|0〉b1 |0〉b2 (50)
where the Rˆi are each given as in Eq.(30), and βi = G0i/ωmi .
It can immediately be seen that the conditional state in Eq.(50) has approximately the
form of an entangled cat state
|ψ(t)〉 = a1(t)|φ1〉1|0〉2 + a2(t)|0〉1|φ2〉2 + a3(t)|0〉1|0〉2 (51)
where the amplitude of each mechanical mode is given by φi, defined in Eq.(28). For a
given late detection at time t = t1 conditioned on no counts up to t1, the contribution from
the third component of the normalised state, which accounts for a direct detection of the
photon from the source, approaches zero. We now investigate the effect of postselection
on the entanglement and nonclassicality between the mechanical oscillators b1 and b2. To
quantize the entanglement we calculate the Von Neumann entropy, after tracing over one
of the mechanical modes. The Von Neumann entropy for a system described by a density
matrix, ρ is defined as
E = −Tr(ρlnρ) (52)
The presence of bipartite entanglement between the resonators is confirmed by nonzero
values of the entropy of the reduced state of either of them.
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FIG. 5: The entropy after tracing out one of the mechanical modes of the combined conditional
state. Parameters are taken to be dimensionless in units of the optical decay rate κ which is taken
to be equal for both OM cavities: γ/κ = 2, G0i/κi = 0.02 and ωmi/κi = 0.02 vs. time of photon
detection within one mechanical period.
Fig.(5) shows the Von Neumann entropy, as a function of the duration of conditioning
by the driving photon over one full mechanical period for the parameters shown. For the
first half-cycle we find the entropy increases to a maximum value before decreasing again in
the next half cycle. Hence at half cycle of the mechanical oscillator, when its amplitude in
phase space is maximal, the mechanical oscillators b1 and b2 are maximally entangled.
In order to probe how the conditional state, given in Eq.(50) evolves during one complete
mechanical period, it is useful to analyse the mean amplitude in phase space experienced by
each mechanical mode 〈bi〉 as a result of its interaction with the single photon.
In Fig.6(a), we plot the real and imaginary parts of the mean amplitude in phase space, 〈b〉
for a mechanical mode which has been driven by a single photon for one complete mechanical
period, Tm. After the mechanical mode has interacted with the photon for a quarter cycle
t1 = Tm/4, it is displaced such that its imaginary component is zero, and the real component
is maximum. It goes through a phase change after t1 = Tm/4, such that at half cycle of
the mechanical period, t1 = Tm/2, the imaginary part of 〈b〉 is now maximum whereas the
real part is zero. At this stage, the mechanical mode experiences the maximum allowed
amplitude in phase space for the parameters chosen. Hence if detected at this specific time,
one would expect it to exhibit its optimal nonclassical behaviour as an entangled cat state.
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FIG. 6: (a) A parametric plot of the real and imaginary components of the mean amplitude in
phase space for a mechanical mode. (b) A slice of the Wigner function of the combined conditional
state of two identical mechanical modes vs. p1 and x1, projected over a specific x2, p2 (see text
below). The state is detected at half cycle of the mechanical period. Parameters are chosen in
units of optical decay rate κi = κ: G0i/κ = 0.02, ωmi/κ = 0.02, γ = 2/κ.
For detection times t  Tm/2, the real and imaginary parts of the mean amplitude of the
mechanical mode experience a phase shift again and map back their path for the remaining
cycle.
Therefore in order to probe the nonclassicality of the conditional state, we focus on its
Wigner function at half cycle. The total Wigner function of such a product state depends
on four dimensions: the position x1,2 and momentum p1,2 of each oscillator. At this stage,
we are in the regime of a late detection t1  0, and therefore the contribution from the
third component of the normalised conditional state given in Eq.(50) is negligible. Hence,
we can compare our conditional state at half cycle to a cat state of the form
|α〉1|0〉2 + |0〉1|α〉2 (53)
where |α〉 is a perfect coherent state. To choose the projection that would give us optimal
nonclassical behaviour, we analyse the cat state in Eq.(53) while taking the coherent ampli-
tude as the mean amplitude in phase space of the mechanical oscillator driven by a single
photon, i.e. α = 〈b〉imag at t1 = Tm/2. We then determine that the particular combination of
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the axes x1, p1, x2 = −x1, p2 = pi2α + p1 results in the largest negativity from the interference
term of the combined Wigner function. Taking this specific projection, we plot a slice of the
Wigner function of our conditional state, in Fig.6(b). As can be seen, our conditional state
displays two peaks, with an interference between them resulting in negativity in the Wigner
function, as is characteristic of a Schrodinger cat state. Each peak corresponds to the condi-
tional mean amplitude in phase space at half cycle of each mechanical resonator as a result
of single photon driving. In the results presented here, a large nonlinearity (G0/ωm = 1)
has been used, consistent with those possible, for example, in OM systems consisting of an
atomic ensemble within an optical cavity [36]. For systems with smaller ratios, similar re-
sults are achievable by adjusting to a longer detection time thereby increasing the resultant
displacement of the conditional mean amplitude of the mechanical oscillator.
Thus far we have considered both OM cavities with identical mechanical frequencies,
ωm/κ and OM coupling strengths, G0/κ in each arm of the Mach-Zhender interferometer,
for simplicity.
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FIG. 7: Fidelity for obtaining a cat state with identical mechanical frequencies vs detuning ∆
between the mechanical frequencies of the resonators. Parameters are chosen in units of the optical
decay rate κi = κ: G01/κ = 0.02, ωm1/κ = 0.02 and γ/κ = 2.
To test if the protocol allows for some detuning between the mechanical frequencies in the
two arms, we calculate the fidelity between the conditioned state at half cycle for identical
mechanical frequencies with the state for some variation between the frequencies. In Fig.7
we plot the fidelity vs. detuning between the mechanical frequencies. For a detuning of
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|∆| = 10%, the combined conditional state has a high fidelity with a minimum at 90%. For
|∆| = 20%, the conditional state exhibits good fidelity with a minimum of 80%. However
for |∆| > 20%, the fidelity of the conditioned state falls rapidly. Hence our scheme allows
some variation between the frequencies of the mechanical oscillators to obtain a cat state
with high fidelity measures.
IV. TWO PHOTON CONDITIONAL DYNAMICS
We now turn towards probing further the characteristics of a conditioned OM system,
by considering the two-photon excitation protocol shown in Fig.8. We wish to compute the
t=0 t1 T t  +T1 t  =t +T+2 1 
rst
photon
rst
detection
second
photon
second
detection
free
evolution
ddd
FIG. 8: The temporal protocol for exciting an OM cavity with two consecutive single photon pulses.
The first photon prepared in the source cavity at time t = 0, interacts with the mechanics and is
detected at time t1. The mechanical resonator then evolves freely for a time delay, Td, between
detection of the first photon at t1 and preparation of the second photon. The second photon then
arrives at t1 + Td interacts for a time τ before being detected at time t2 = t1 + Td + τ .
rate of detection of the second photon as a function of the delay time, Td and duration of
its interaction with the mechanical oscillator, τ . The conditional (normalised) state of the
mechanical system given that the first photon was counted at time t1 in Eq.(33) can be
written in the form
|Φ(1)(t1)〉 =
√
κ|T 〉+√γ|R〉 (54)
which is a superposition of two histories: detection after transmission through the cavity,
|T 〉 and detection after reflection from the cavity |R〉.
We now allow this conditional state to evolve freely for a time of duration Td, while the
source is prepared with another single photon. Given that this second photon interacts for
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a time τ with the OM cavity and is then detected at a time t2 = t1 + Td + τ , the final
conditional state the system evolves to is a result of applying the jump operator twice to
the initial state at t1 = 0. There are now four indistinguishable temporal histories for the
second detection so that the conditional (unnormalised) state of the mechanical resonator
is given by
|Φ(2)(t2 : Td : t1 : 0)〉 = κ|TT 〉+ γ|RR〉+√κγ(|RT 〉+ |TR〉) (55)
The conditional rate of detection of the second photon, R2 can be evaluated as
R2(t2, Td, t1) = 〈φ(2)(t2 : Td : t1 : 0)|φ(2)(t2 : Td : t1 : 0)〉 (56)
= κ2〈TT |TT 〉+ γ2〈RR|RR〉
+κγ [〈RT |RT 〉+ 〈TR|TR〉]
+κγ [〈TT |RR〉+ 〈RT |TR〉+ c.c.)]
+κ
√
κγ [〈TT |RT 〉+ 〈TT |TR〉+ c.c.]
+γ
√
κγ [〈RR|RT 〉+ 〈RR|TR〉+ c.c.]
Explicit expressions for each doubly conditioned part |XY 〉 of the state |Φ(2)〉 as well as
for each term of Eq.(56) are given in the Appendix.
The conditional rate of detection of the second photon, R2 can be plotted vs. the free
evolution time, Td and interaction time of the second photon, τ = t2−t1−Td for given values
of detection times of the first photon, t1. Similar to the one photon case, the detection rate
is composed of the rate of reflected and transmitted photons as well as the interference term
arising from transmitted and reflected photons.
Fig. 9 shows the total conditional rate of detection for the second photon. Figures showing
the effect of late detections of the first photon on the individual reflected, transmitted and
interference parts of the conditional rate of detection of the second photon can be found in
the Appendix. In Fig.9 we find for early detection times of the first photon, the profile for
the total conditional rate of the second photon remains unchanged on the free evolution axis.
However if the first photon is conditioned on late detections, we observe a periodic detuning
effect occurring along the free evolution axis which becomes sharper as the interaction time
of the first photon increases. This is a consequence of the larger displacement and hence
momentum imparted to the mechanical oscillator. The displacement of the mechanical
oscillator is accompanied by a change in the frequency of the OM cavity, taking it off
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FIG. 9: The total conditional rate of detection of the second photon as a function of its OM
interaction time κτ and free evolution κTd for γ/κ = 2, G0/κ = 0.05, ωm/κ = 0.02 and different
detection times of the first photon κt1.
resonance from the single photon source it is coupled to. Consequently, at quarter cycle
after arrival of the first photon, the detuning between the OM cavity and the single photon
source will be maximum. At this point in time along the free evolution axis, the subsequent
second photon is unable to couple to the OM cavity and is thus routed off.
This effect thereafter occurs every half-cycle. Such a doubly-conditioned cavity can be
employed as a periodic single photon router for subsequent photons, given late photon counts
for the initial photon as illustrated in Fig.10. Again a suitable candidate to test these effects
could be the low frequency, SiN string mechanical element with large Q described in [29].
V. SUMMARY
We have analysed in detail single photon optomechanics conditioned on photon count-
ing events in this work. Our results show how late photon counts in an OM cavity can
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FIG. 10: Engineering a single photon router using two photon conditional optomechanics in a
Michelson interferometer: Detectors DR and DT respectively condition only reflected and trans-
mitted possibilities. (a) Detection of a photon |1〉c1 , by detector DT at time t1 = Tm/4 conditions
the mechanical oscillator with a well defined momentum kick. (b) A second photon, |1〉c2 , interact-
ing with the OM system at t1 = Tm/4 will find the optical cavity off resonance, and will be routed
to detector DR.
enhance cooperativity between the optical and mechanical modes such that a large momen-
tum can be imparted to the mechanical mirror. Applying this idea to the interaction of a
single photon with a pair of OM cavities arranged as in an interferometer, we calculate a
combined conditional state of the two mechanical modes in the composite system. Such a
conditional state can become an entangled mechanical cat state corresponding to photon
counting events close to half a mechanical period. Thus this paper quantifies the idea of
generating macroscopic superposition states using conditional single photon driving of two
OM systems. Further we have also described a two photon conditioned OM protocol. We
show how injecting a single photon into an already conditioned cavity after a quarter of a
mechanical period can allow the OM system to act as a periodic single photon router which
could have varied applications in quantum information networks.
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These results may be realised using SiN string mechanical elements, which can be cooled
to their quantum ground state, or prepared in a coherent state via the recently proposed
protocols in the pulsed optomechanics regime [37]. Another suitable experimental avenue to
implement the findings in this paper are hybrid OM systems where the mechanical element
is an ensemble of cold atoms trapped in an optical field [36]. Our choice of parameters match
well with recent parameters reported for these systems which are also in the nonresolved
sideband regime. Crucially they have low, tunable mechanical frequencies and G0/ωm as
high as 0.4 has been reported. Finally we emphasise that since the proposals introduced
here involve single photon pulses and single photon conditioning, once a detection event
occurs the total efficiency of the system is conditioned to 100%. Consequently, inefficiency
is not a crucial concern in these proposals, with its only effect being to change the rate at
which successful experiments occur and therefore the overall time duration required to gain
useful statistics from experiments.
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VI. APPENDIX
The relevant terms in Eq.(55) are given as
|RR〉 = e−iωmb†bt2−γ(t2−Td)/2|ψ(0)〉 (57)
|RT 〉 = e−iωmb†b(t2−t1)−γτ/2Kˆ(t1 : 0)|ψ(0)〉 (58)
|TR〉 = Kˆ(t2 : t1 + Td)e−iωmb†b(t1+Td)−γt1/2|ψ(0)〉 (59)
|TT 〉 = Kˆ(t2 : t1 + Td)e−iωmb†bTdKˆ(t1; 0)|ψ(0)〉 (60)
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Each of the required terms in Eq.(56) can be evaluated as,
〈TT |TT 〉 = 〈0|Kˆ†(t1 : 0)eiωmb†bTdKˆ†(t2; t1 + Td)Kˆ(t2; t1 + Td)e−iωmb†bTdKˆ(t1; 0)|0〉 (61)
〈RR|RR〉 = e−γ(t2−Td)
〈RT |RT 〉 = e−γτ 〈0|Kˆ†(t1; 0)Kˆ(t1; 0)|0〉
〈TR|TR〉 = e−γt1〈0|Kˆ†(t2; t1 + T )Kˆ(t2; t1 + Td)|0〉
〈TT |RR〉 = e−γ(t2−Td)/2〈0|Kˆ†(t1; 0)eiωmb†bTdKˆ†(t2; t1 + Td)|0〉
〈RT |TR〉 = e−γ(t2−Td)〈0|Kˆ†(t1; 0)eiωmb†b(t2−t1)Kˆ(t2; t1 + Td)|0〉
〈TT |RT 〉 = e−γτ/2〈0|Kˆ†(t1; 0)eiωmb†bTdKˆ†(t2; t1)e−iωmb†b(t2−t1)Kˆ(t1; 0)|0〉
〈TT |TR〉 = e−γt1/2〈0|Kˆ†(t1; 0)eiωmb†bTdKˆ†(t2; t1 + Td)Kˆ(t2; t1 + Td)|0〉
〈RR|RT 〉 = e−γ(t1+2τ)/2〈0|Kˆ(t1; 0)|0〉
〈RR|TR〉 = e−γ(t2−Td)/2〈0|Kˆ(t2; t1 + Td)e−iωmb†bTdKˆ(t1; 0)|0〉.
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FIG. 11: The reflected part of the conditional rate of detection of the second photon as a function
of its OM interaction time κτ and free evolution κTd for γ/κ = 2, G0/κ = 0.1, ωm/κ = 0.02 and
different κt1.
Fig. 11 shows the rate of detection of the second photon corresponding to reflected pho-
tons. This part of the conditional rate is unaffected by the detection time of the first photon,
as expected.
Fig. 12 shows the part of the conditional rate of detection of the second photon arising
specifically from photons which were transmitted into the OM cavity, interacted with the
mechanical oscillator before being emitted towards the photo detector.
The interference part of the conditional rate is shown in Fig. 13 for different times κt1 of
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FIG. 12: The transmitted part of the conditional rate of detection of the second photon as a function
of its OM interaction time κτ and free evolution κTd for γ/κ = 2, G0/κ = 0.1, ωm/κ = 0.02 and
different detection times of the first photon κt1.
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FIG. 13: The interference part of the conditional rate of detection of the second photon as a function
of its OM interaction time κτ and free evolution κTd for γ/κ = 2, G0/κ = 0.1, ωm/κ = 0.02 and
different detection times of the first photon κt1.
detection of the first photon. This part of the conditional rate arises from a change of phase
and is thus most affected by the prolonged interaction of the first driving photon.
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